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This is a prcsentation of research work aiming at the conception and creation of an computer tool
that can be used simultaneously for musical and animated image creation.
These two arts are closely alike, and their resemblance goes far beyond appearances. Thçse
similinrdes, that will first be formalised, are the basis for ou creatiôh-tool.
'We are not concerned here with constnircting a relation, be it arbitrary, functional, or operatory,
from and between these visual and sound effects, as, for instance, synchronism relations or
metaphoric associations.
But to point out and to use the common axioms of these 2 arls, independent of any particularised
esthetics or state-of-the-art technologr.
These principles, of which there are two, seem on the one hand to be suffrciently fundamental to be
discriminative from the other arts, and, on the other, sufficiently general to be valid for each of
these two arts, without restricting either.
On the one hand, they operate with time, and produce temporal perception objects.
On the other, they require a medium of productior; e.9., an instnrment that is exterior to the
individual.
If these trvo poins bring about a close resemblance, and if, in other respects informatics is
considered as a generalised representation tool, then it is possible today to define for both concepts
and means that will be highly homogeneous.
Ourpurpose is therefore mostly fundamental, and is located beyond present-day or intrinsic
specifrcities of each of the two arts.
However, and before thinking in terms of a new art associating sound and vision organically, an
art that we will leave until liater, the generalisation of the production process that is attempæd here
should enable an iæmisation of the fundamental constituentparts of each of the two arts.
Finally, in technological or artistic productions, even if new links between these two arts can be
objectivised, it nevertheless remains that they can both develop individually according to their own
objectives, without the one owing anything to the other.
The foliowing paragraphs I and tr analyse the two basic principles that we have just stated:
*for an art in time, the representation and creation of dynamic phenomena,
*for an instrumental arL the use of a medium aParahrs, an instrument,
Paragraph m presents the resulting technological problems and the solutions adopted in the
CORDIS-ANIMA system (Luciani 84).
I. REPRESENTATON AND PRODUCNON OFDYNAN4IC PHENOMENA
I.1.The mental representaton of dynamic phenomena
Our analysis opens with rwo examples, one from animation, and the other from music relaæd to
timbre.
2!. Ffust of all, let us examine ttre animated imag
The image sequences in frgure 1 are taken from
simple, nevertheless illustrate the points we cons
It would seem that these images do not originaæ
"seen" such objects be deformed and inæract in
limply 4: f*it ,4t
leæt qualitative
the two objects stems from a knowledge of these laws.
Figure 1 - The laws of Animarion - @ngler g3)
It seems as if :
l'There is a mental representation of the physics of dynarric phenomenaproduced by real objects atour disposal,
2'we seem to have the faculty oj applyrlg thit t9 other objecs that are real el tpralty inventcd.,borrowed objects, i.e. kinds of exiiafotitions r-m p-rrvi"i"a objecG.
This is where an oDeratory_reasoning comes into play that works upon a mental representation ofdynamic physical phenomena.
Hence, the production and kno
memorising se_nsorial data, but thephysical causality, and, on the
Such abstract rules, totally indepe
the movement: We refer here top
matter and certain form attributes-,
ol
3Reasonin g concernin g causal itv
Now that we have extracted these properties from real, perceived or maniputated objecs, we can :
* apply them to other objects, real or imaginary,
* mentally-submit these object-s. q"physical" actions, such as.pushing,leaning or stretching, ...etc,
i.e. mentally apply forces and displacements to thern
Everything ûrat comes before is valid for all human subjects @iaget 71).
The artist, though, explicitly uses this knowledge ûo produce or q€ate something new from other
objects ofperception than from real objects.
It can be suggesæd that :
*the artist is equipped with an inæriorised causality model,
*that voluntarily, he experiments with it and mentally applies actions to it that also proceed from
ired effects.
enericity.Thus, it is not mErely a simple enumerative bank
in fact" a r€presentation of the experimentable generator
processes of sounds and movements.
2. Instn:mental identification in music
ted out that timbre identification, which in
does not occur according to fixed criæria int 
":rtffit ifuirt'removed, the insrrumenr
ot the case.Clipping the start of attack on the
laner instnrment rebders it impossible to identify.
For wind instruments, it appears that the spectral envelope is determinant if i8 form is unique for
all the notes played on the instnrment whilst in other cases the temporal envelope is at least as
important
Foi vowels, formant structure overrides spectral distibution under these formants, whilst the
sound quality of a piano may be linked to a spectnrm form that is subtley inharmonic: the 15th
partiat has a frequency 16 times bigger than the fundamental
The dispersion that appears with this type of analysis has already indi.caæd tlat the perception
mechanism does not merely process sensory data as a simple transmission chain.
stics that can either confirm a pre-established
has been done, then rejects all the facton that
ly the existence of a pre-existing
andNorman hav e formalised it
nce of two types of sensory information
oses the existence of this mental model, and
" data-driven-proces sing" .
What is the nature of these mental representations that we use to infer a timbre or an instnrment?
make the acoustic sign characteristics vary, seems
* The pertinence of the æmporal envelope for all percussive sormds correponds to a frequent
nanral situation : the exisænce of a vibrating object that is excited by a quasi-instantaneous action




cause, is constioent parts, its states, and its behaviour
tance of this "concept" driving process, of this mental
ena.
I.2. The materialised causality model
Parallel to the mental function we have just talked about, there exists the necessary expriorisation





with the computer, one that we have coined the "materialised
tivise the model outputs, the "effects", but also tfiffiffiu', or a
Figure 2 . Materialised model
Under all circumstances the artist remains the master of his mental reasonings and representations
opposlte number, a kind of more or less
ue with or confronL
this objectivisation process to "know
trlr.9*t representation potenlel is enhanced, by new ideas
properties of the material that he n", ",i"lfJ.*u'#ffitret#**1il#?Ë:ortr'tie 
Pecid--
From the above sæm afew of S9 prime characteristics of the creation tool and of musical andvisual material production modehl which we shall take itrtoà".ount i" our inrormatic projects.1'The creation tool must enable a more or less taitMd refàr"n -.n oiÇ ptwri..r universe.2.It must apar as a generative model.
3.These models musl possess a strong causal component.
5tr. TIIE INSTRTIMENT A}ID TTTE INSTRUMENTAL RELATION
I[.1. The instnrment as an object
The instrument has a triple deærmination :
* it is a material device
* it is model or symbol,
* it is also a sûlcturing element of creational thoughr
Fint of all, it is what we have termed this "materialised model". It is a borrowed object" taken out
of the real world, and endowed with the power of materialising our thoughtlt is a substitute object.
Though taken out of the real world it nevertheless requires in most c:$es a construction activity to
realisé the thought materialisation function, and Eo assume this symbolic function.
It is thus the prime necessary act of creation.
As a simultaneous material device, i.e. a piece of the real ruriverse, and model, i.e. a symbolic
carries out a structuration, by categorisation,
e phenomena to be produced by the artist.
of providing a certain , but finite, variety of
ntal representation holds true here : the
e, visual or sound-producing.
This dou ssential for the c as object" of our thought,
and the " piece of reality, function of knowledge and
creation, structuration of perception-
d that has been found in the country and of
m that of having removed it from its original
ttrat it reveals the idea more
is symbol andproduction tool, and
computerprogramme... This is the same
function in operation.
The instnrment at this
sytnUofic functi n tool'
t'o build the ins should be
avoided, nor, on the contrary, with computer, a commodity, that may be foregone.
The f this function must be stressed, as well as, in an computer context, .
the i ulty of the choice of a language to constnrct this object, in order ttrat" in
conj on'function, it can play the part of "thoughtllarowledge system
materialiser".
We will now discuss another fun ction of the creation tool, that of a model producing system.
II.2. The instrument as effective experimentation medium
We saw previousl we mentall; appiigd
"physicai" actions s that we then translated
into perceptible phenomena-
When we have the instrument as a materialised model effective experimentation is added to mental
reasoning, i.e.the production of perceptibie phenomena from action that have been really carried
6out.
The interest of this situation is obvious. Thought is $Shrlf volatile and agile and because of thisnature, many situations can escape it: omissiôn, ellipies, too much.api"dity, ;dtÈlik":-";;
ay9 the.same role as a trace on paper of a pre-imagined effect :
effectively associated sensoriâl êffects, iausat reisoning
te number to mental reasoning in the
ed for the materialised model of causality :
oughg it stuctures
This is the last function that we must instance in a
to bring about the instnrmental sinration in a comp
act on the causal models and to obtain in responsê
sound effects.
iscsy€ry
f a small part of our knowledge, to be the exact
inûernaUexternal knowiedge
t reprcsens it is iertile ,-because without having
suggestions germinaæ from aspects of the oUjE t
v
In our opinion the above are the necessary principles that are the necessary basis for the arts thatinterest us, i.e. the instrumental arts of Éràe. 
r--- -- E!
we shall now look into some asPecls of how these different fundamental considerations can betranslated in more operarory and technologicat t"Ài-----
M. OVERVIEW OF THE CORDIS - ANIMA CREATION TOOL
III.1. Models
models ttrat will stand up to effective
directly,For example in frame
trajectory, and in ùusicai
7cause of the effect, nor, in consequence the correspondence between action and resultant. We call
the above "descriptive models".
The models that satisfy these tr,ee properties set out above are precisely "physical models".
hose behaviour is governed by the laws of physics , and in
an object that is ddormed and displaced when subjected to
ect, and is not a physical model of a physical
physical object model
in function of the effort aplied to it and in
a particular parameter of it" is â physical model
of a physical object
.A model that associates the deformation of the armchair o the inertia of the seaæd person is a
physical model of a non physical "object".
A lrogram that simulaæs a vibrating string is a physical object physical model...etc.
III.1.1. The typolog], of the object to be modelised
parts in function of the dynamic phenomena it is
ts that are likely to vibrate on an acoustic
erbandwidth.
will be made up of trro parts : a vibræing part - the
and a deformable part - the exciter. Thè vibrating stnrcturc may be an object
of freedom.
animated image objects must be displacable and deformable on 2 or 3 degrees
of freedornThese objects, for musical or visual use, ate of the sane nature.
lves to linear stnrctures.In the case
are frequent and essential - e.g.
The CORDIS-AI.{II\{A system can modelise all types of objects,_vibrating or deformable, in
physical relation with otÉer objects by atl types of interaaion - elastic, viscous, ûon-pemument.






Gjêffi-æraction is a physical inæraction-$q objecs exchange physical variables of the same tlpe
as lhe variables that defrne the stahrs of the object at each momenl
m communications benveen objects by
that is calculaæd at the same occurence as
mitted. Because of this the simulation by
or languages or object orienæd languages.
3. Imolicite time




III.1.3. ihe assets of Rhysical models
ation.
stitution - equations and parameærs _ enables
to provide is less than that
e
We have alre
Tn qn incr_,* sic expresses the interactions.
;Hîj$:Jry,'i:1":T:gt::,T*ç"rt*à.'i**uËii,àâ';î;:.';:i#;",ifi iiË'é'friHslbjeçt are of rhe same nature @gures ana piroiôi Sj.
ff"t""rttïff"1"1,?ï::l: 
p'od'ùdrtv tt'.idt;;-r.rirt become inputs the moder by means of
*:r#ji,tl{',X#"0:".:,:,:*f".^:',r::..:i"Jr-^"ti",t";;Iï'î"*à, ":.il;;;i,itil::"r:*,#f":i#ïl'ryïf.î:ti1:lback to the ardst "i" tr,ei" tÀ;i"*.#, iiil""i";iiïhï# Ë:ïHïipe_rceive the simulated objects.
With these tvoes of devieês it
ill'^"jro:#:::,j:::T"r,,ff rr, to rhe nearesr morphologicanimit, the object wererealyunder the fingen of the itrsh.rm."t tisi.
IFigures and photos 3 - Representation, control and interaction with physical models - Examples
Animation d'unÊ
tnarionnette par le
déplacement de ses 2 pieds
balaocemcnt de la tête, ties bras,
des mains. du cou, du bassia
t(
Figure 4 - Dancer (A. LUCIAI{D
As soon as there is a static image, i.e. on each frgure and independent of their sequencing, we canobserve:
varied : points,lines, surfaces
ultaneously.






d le link up these shapes that are so different
nahrre and not "visual".
inænS and ptrrposes, a stamp, a signature.
"#P
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Graphism and picnral iue at the crossroads of ttre visual and the gestual.
lhig explaqs that computer image production by "image synthesis", that excludes any gesture , is
inadequate for artistic creation.
On an opemtory level, producing such sequences requires :
* acquiring the gesture
* applying it to a material, that is an aæmporal structural knowledge,
* to go further, by undertaking a gestue analysis to extract the shapes, patterns, or gestual
stnrctures, in fact, to carry out an identification of gesnral shapes that are pertinent in the gestures
that are achrally effecæd-
Similar analysis can be ca:ried out as regards figure sequencing :
* The successive pictures have little bearing on each other from a graphic point of view
- the elements are never processed in the same manner - the head, the arms
- the colored areas change places compared to the shape drawn- . - -
Nevertheless, the sequence apPears to be very homogeneous.
The shape sequencing is not [âphazard although this is diff,rcult to demonstrate by image analysis
methods.
What, then is the leitrnotive, the binder agent ?
As in painting where the colored paste's fluidity
physicechemically distinct from a pigment or a
It has a double, gestual and causal nature.
Causal : to draw, understanding is important not
"underlying structure " of the object.Then, the sh
abstaci. fn tnt example, we can detecte easely the underlying stntcture that enables us to
understand this set of forms (frgure 5)
applied
, as it has
Figure 5 - Extracting the underlying stnrcture
between this underlying stnrcture and its
s model in a "mechanistic" way, but interpret ir
poins and therefore stress the place where the
movement originaæs.
The shape, apieatatrce, even when abstract, entertain an organic non arbitrary relationship with the
gesture and the stnrcture of represented objects.
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In conclusion, gesture, form, and causal stnrcture inærpeneEate each other to form rich and
structured animations.
2. Gesture in music
using an alphanumeric
in the sense that its
instnrmental gesture is not merely a
t or a natural instrument bean an
e gesture cannot be disassociated from the
h pienomenon on the level of is symbolic functioning can beba il logic, in which the i"itto-e"tur gesture intenrenes as one ofits
3. Force feedback transducers
PhênorËnes
sensr b les
Figure 6 - Instnrmental situation
. For ilto be pplied" in a roral synthesis
is the " gestualfeedbâck transduôer,,.





The gæology of the gestual transducen
The universal gestual transducer does not exist
For this reason a system of varied and complementary transducers must be defined and builr
To do this, the instrumental gesture itself must first be categorised to help us categorise the gestual
transducers.The other caægorisation constraints are æchnological.
First of all, we would point out that there is an initial operatory difference between the gesture that
leads directly to displacements and deformations of the object and that which rnay , if necessary,
modify the object's composition.Take, for example, the violin.The bowing gesture makes the
string vibrate, whilst the fingering gesture modiFres the string length.
The fint gesturp therefore communicates a given movement andenergy to the object. The
instnrmentalist's action is met with a mechanical resistance from the object which is the sowce of
proprio - kinesthetic perceptions.The instnrmenalist / instlment liaison is two-way, and the
Gesnral Feedback Transducers should translate this.
In the second case, object in
motion, for exampl es or
removes elements, exchange
is low, is supported by pure sensors, non retroactive gestual transducers.
'We 
are aware of the variety of senson that today's technology can offer, so nothing more need be
added on this point, except to recall that we refer to the different force, position, speed and pressure
sensors and thàt the worli is essentially one of conditioning these sensors to a mechanism adapted
to the different modulation gestures' ergonomy.
The question of Force Feedback Gesnral Transducers (TGR) is somewhat more com-plex. _
In a ÎGR, sensors and motors are linked in a closed-loop systerr-This servecontrol is effected by
the simulaæd object itself.
There are rwo distinguishable types of feedback : tactile and tactilo -proprio -kinesthetic.
of feedbaclç one can feel an object held in the h
to appreciate its behaviour when manipulated, since this is perceived more by the articular and
muscular sensors.
As far as we are concerned, we have designed and built two feedback systems.The first was
shaped like a stick. It was displaceable atông a 50cm line (Florens 79 ).The second was shaped like
apiano key (Cadoz 84)
Transducer Morpholog.v - The modular feedback keyboad
Our laæst TGR is a modular feedback keyboard
ergy for the defrnition of a TGR grouP, which is
: They stem from æchnological and
factonJlence the piano keyboard, which has
"îOâJ."O 
strong influence, more perhaps from its
The keyboard is above all a particular case of a device whereby_multiplicityprevails over
multidimensionality.What we mean here is that it is made up of a large number of identical
elements, that are small - for the piano key, one degree of freedom for displacement, and I degree
of freedom in force.
14
This criterio}-is important in the domain of the TGR. On ttre contrary, a double "stick"device
y1?1-.:l* !::-:t up, wi.th 9nc for each hand , each with 6 degrés ort""Jo'" fo; dirpiu"ementancl 6 degrees offreedom in force.
s important not to
:u*fJtr'"i'filJ#"
a piano keyboard system _ " 2 for 3 " for the
t'r!" 
motor that we studied for the feedback
plan displacemsnt over a large area 15*15 cm.
I:fi '#,"ïi1:*trtrT;fi:îifi àî,iiijBîïxïff Hi"iî*&i,ffi I:"ï$ff paragraph




of the instumentat situaûon,li tr Ëà directly to comnand the simulaæd.
* as a memorised object it can be submitæd to anal. ysis, processing, and. serve as a basis for acomposition sysrem equally well for music us roiGË'-ifiîæa r-"î;= -- ' - 
ei
standard for synthesisers with
s mappropriate for coding
at approximately 100 Hz This
sture code.
s. It should be pointed out, however,
detected by the sensors. These signals
dancies. To do this,coding by variation and.
te value.
organisation possibilities into account Luciani
this is a "single.bidimensional gesture,,; it is then
these 2 ses of information e
a percussionist or keyboard player are not all
instmmenalist is limited, and this can be talcen
15
RepresentAtion and Processing of the instrumental gesture
The most immediate rcpresentati€l of gestual informatim is Amplitude/Time representation.This is
too simplisitic,and cannot higtùight the pertinent gesture forrrs.
We have developed 2 complementary procedures forthc analysis of the insnlmental gesture:
* representation and processing of the signals detecte{
* modelisation by inference of the gestual signals moorp'roduction mechanisms.
The first method considers the signals from the senstrs an{ ties to exmct the shapes and invariant
structures from them without any hypothesis regarding ùeh causality (Cadoz 88).'By 
analogy to the preceding anaiyséJ on causali-ty, tlre gestral signali and then thê detected signals
may'be considered as the effects of a possible cause. It is therefore close to psycho - acoustic
analysis or image recognition. This means shape extraction from detected signals, supposing that
we cannot access the cause. In this arca,it is inæresting b take the gesnral signal sEucturation
criteria into accountlhatwe discussed earlier as well as tc siteria distinguishing local shapes and
global organisation.
The second method consists in reprcsenting the detected signals by modelisation from a productive
source.as for the instnrmental models,2 approaches arepossible :
* one using the properties of a domain, considered as aframe of reference, here we are concerned
with knowledge of human motricity,
* and the other which is a method by identifrcation,which in our case concems methods of
automatics, which attempts to infer a causal model from the only accessible effects, i.e. the signals
detecæd. J.L. Florens and S.Gibet (Gibet 87, Florens-Gibet 88) have essentially developed this
second point It was experimented on instnrmenhl gcstures applied to feedback devices, and the
method enabled us, by appropriaæ analysis of the signats detected and the characæristic instnrment
reaction signals, to infer in simple c:$es, e.g. on a single
feedback key, from the physical models that c of the
insûumsntalist. It now remains to apply this me
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